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This entertaining and educational coloring book invites you to re-create the colorful pageantry,

excitement, and spirited action of medieval jousts and tournaments. Artist John Green has captured

many thrilling moments of these demanding and often dangerous contests in realistic, ready-to-color

illustrations.Over 40 detailed drawings, with accompanying captions, depict everything from the

preparation of tournament horses to the mÃªlÃ©e, a mock battle in which two teams of horsemen

met on an open field. Also portrayed are a knight challenging an opponent, a dying knight receiving

last rites from a priest, a lavish tournament banquet, ladies of the court choosing a knight-of-honor,

Henry VIII meeting Francis I of France (1520) on the Field of the Cloth of Gold, and many more

exciting moments.This treasury of well-researched drawings will appeal to coloring book fans of all

ages as well as anyone interested in knights, weapons and armor, and other aspects of medieval

life.
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I bought this as a gift for my husband. He has thoroughly enjoyed coloring on the pages while the

kids have their coloring books. It has been a great stress reliever. The paper is nice, definitely would

only use pencils though, not pens. The drawings are detailed and well drawn. Thus far, it's been a

A+ purchase.



One of three Dover Adult coloring books I bought for a man as a gift. He loved them all but we both

agreed that although this one does have some interesting and fun pics to color, many others are

fairly mundane and not likely to ever be done. Good seller.

I am working on a page from this one as I am writing this. There are a few scenes in this Dover

coloring book that I cannot wait to start.I love the dover coloring books. I own almost all of them.

This is a coloring/story book. It has great pictures and can be fun to color. However, a lot of the

images have hash marks incorporated in them for shading. My preference is to create my own

shading and depth using colored pencils. This book does have some very nice scenes and for the

price is not a total waste.

I have arthritis so I find coloring therapeutic. I copy the pages onto card stock and color with pencils

or markers. I like this book because I've always enjoyed medieval themes.

I love all of the Dover History Coloring books! We use them for homeschool and just for whenever.

My older kids love that they can color pictures that are more mature. I love that they're historical and

have an explanation under each picture.

this coloring book was well drawn and educational for all ages. the pictures were very detailed and

realistic. this book would be good for teachers and students alike.

I enjoy the book, it is also very informative about Medieval Tournaments and is somewhat intricate

in its pictures.I would buy it again and do recommend it.
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